
Unlock a New Breed of  
Endpoint Protection
HP Wolf Security is always on and always 
watching, so you can get back to business.



Cybercriminals have their 
sights set on your endpoints.
The modern threatscape is evolving, and cybercriminals 
are more sophisticated, organized and determined 
than ever before. But it’s not just the threatscape that’s 
evolving — today’s workforce has drastically shifted to 
be more dispersed, mobile and flexible. Companies are 
facing a growing dilemma: How do we build the hybrid 
workforce of the future without exposing our business 
to unprecedented levels of cyber risk?

Unfortunately, hackers aren’t confined by office walls. 
Dispersed employees produce an expanded attack 
surface, meaning more technology, higher cloud usage 
and ample opportunity for cybercriminals to infiltrate 
your IT environment. 

Cybercriminals know that remote devices and home 
Wi-Fi networks are especially vulnerable, and they’re 
taking full advantage. After all, advanced office security 
systems aren’t that effective when employees aren’t 
there to use them. 

It’s time your security started working from anywhere.



Let’s rethink your endpoint defense.
Endpoints have become a prime target for cyberattacks. An endpoint refers to any device that connects to a 
computer network. That means laptops, tablets, desktop computers, cell phones and servers. So, many of the 
tools you depend on during every workday may be at risk.

In our digital world, you need comprehensive endpoint security to safeguard entry points into your network.

That’s where HP Wolf Security™ comes in.

Built on over 20 years of research, innovation and strategic acquisitions, HP® Wolf Security contains a vast array 
of solutions that are built into the hardware itself, guaranteeing end-to-end defense.

With leading solutions, you’ll receive robust, vigilant endpoint protection that’s built into HP printers and PCs, 
providing a secure, resilient foundation. From self-healing firmware and in-memory breach detection to threat 
containment via isolation, HP Wolf Security reduces the addressable attack surface and enables remote recov-
ery from firmware attacks.

With this new breed of endpoint protection, you’ll employ security that’s always on and always watching.



Did you say protection built into devices? 
We sure did. 

HP® Elite PCs, Workstations and select Pro PCs come pre-installed with a stack of hardware-enforced security 
features that enable teams to work safely from anywhere, without fear of modern threats. HP PCs with HP 
Wolf Security™ for Business are built with layers of protection below, in and above the operating system.

Defend against known and unknown threats with leading solutions.

HP Wolf Security provides a vast array of protection solutions to reduce the addressable attack surface  
and enable remote recovery from firmware attacks.

Application isolation

With HP Sure Click, files,  
applications and web pages are 

opened inside micro virtual  
machine containers, trapping  

malware so your endpoints and 
user data stay secure.

Firmware security  
and resilience

HP Sure Start, the world’s first 
self-healing Basic Input Output 
System (BIOS), automatically 

recovers from firmware attacks 
or corruption by restarting with a 

safe copy of the BIOS.

Application persistence

HP Sure Run keeps critical  
security processes up and  

running, even if malware tries  
to shut them down.



Hardware root of trust

The HP Endpoint Security Controller allows you to quickly recover 
your PC from attacks with an isolated chip that acts as a control 
center for monitoring vulnerabilities.

Next-generation antivirus

HP Sure Sense — an  
intelligent threat defense  
that uses deep-learning  

AI — finds and neutralizes  
malware and ransomware.     

Operating system resiliency

HP Sure Recover allows users  
to automatically restore their  

OS using only a network  
connection, no IT required.     

Built-in privacy screen

Shield sensitive information  
from prying eyes with just  
the touch of a button with  

HP Sure View.     

Firmware administration

HP Sure Admin creates a  
digital signature that allows  
IT administrators to securely  
manage BIOS settings over  

the network     



Which security level is right for your business? 
HP Wolf Security™ for Business provides two levels of hardware-enforced, always-on, resilient defense. 
Self-managed and fully managed services give you and your team access to cybersecurity experts and power-
ful analytical tools.

HP Wolf Pro Security

For businesses with overwhelmed IT teams or no dedicated IT resources, HP® Wolf Pro Security solutions offer 
powerful software and additional services to counter aggressive cyberattacks. You’ll partner with experts and 
leverage advanced tools to deliver enhanced endpoint security for your business.

 
HP Wolf Enterprise Security

Designed for large-scale enterprises and public sector organizations, HP Wolf Enterprise Security offers  
robust solutions that free up IT’s time while providing better experiences for end users. Now, you can protect 
your business and stay focused on what really matters.



Stop cybercriminals  
in their tracks.
With a secure foundation as your first line of 
defense, you can focus on doing what you do best.  

HP Wolf Security offers:

 • A protection-first approach: Stop  
  zero-day attacks with a multilayered  
  defense combining advanced,  
  Next-Generation Antivirus (NGAV)  
  protection with isolation technologies.

 • Powerful identity shield: Prevent  
  password theft by alerting and blocking  
  users from sharing login details on known  
  malicious and low-reputation websites.

 • Enterprise-grade defense: Thwart  
  undetectable threats with isolation  
  technology that’s is trusted by  
  government agencies around the globe  
  and adapted for ease of use.

Secure hybrid work. 

Is HP right for you? Talk with an Insight security 
expert today and experience endpoint protection 
you can trust.



1.800.INSIGHT | insight.com

About Insight 
Insight Enterprises, Inc. is a Fortune 500 solutions integrator helping organizations 

accelerate their digital journey to modernize their business and maximize the value of 

technology. Insight’s technical expertise spans cloud and edge-based transformation 

solutions, with global scale and optimization built on 34 years of deep partnerships with 

the world’s leading and emerging technology providers.
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